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iLien Motor Vehicle Repossession Titling: A Faster, Simpler Process

Lenders need a repossession titling process that is fast, efficient and accurate. But it can be a challenge to secure repossession titles quickly in order to resell repossessed vehicles as soon as possible.

Getting There the Long Way
Many lenders rely on largely manual processes to request and keep track of repossession titles. Some vendors may not cover all 50 states or have full visibility into your portfolio to see the status of your orders. When you add in the bandwidth required from internal teams to oversee requirements that change by state, repossession titling can be slow and error-prone. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

Quick, Compliant and Transparent
Instead you can turn to Wolters Kluwer’s Lien Solutions for a fast, cost-effective, systematic, transparent and accurate repossession titling solution with up-to-date jurisdictional specific data for all 50 states. This solution is part of iLien Motor Vehicle, our web-based platform that provides a range of solutions for title processing and ongoing title management.

THE VALUE WE DELIVER:

SPEED
Fast turn times and more efficient repossession titling

ACCURACY
Up-to-date jurisdictional requirements and compliance for all 50 states

TRANSPARENCY
Complete visibility via status updates of all transactions and orders
Our industry-leading automated repossession titling solution can help streamline your processes to make your workflow more efficient and better manage your operations:

- Fast, easy-to-use, systematic solution to request a repo title and repo affidavit
- Access to a complete and up-to-date list of documents required by jurisdictions in all 50 states so you know exactly what to prepare to submit your order
- Eliminate the need for submissions via special request, email or workaround
- Stay informed of transactions and orders via email updates
- Access a transaction history for auditing purposes
- Be confident you have a scalable solution that can handle volume surges and growth

A Smoother Ride for Lenders

Lighten your administrative burden with a comprehensive suite of web-based solutions. Handle the challenges of motor vehicle titling with different and ever-changing requirements across jurisdictions. iLien Motor Vehicle is already at work wherever you need to do business, so we’re able to provide clarity, consistency and comprehensiveness from the start.

The Motor Vehicle Titling Experts

Lien Solutions applies our deep experience to empower you with streamlined and accelerated repossession title processing. Plus, you’ll have ready access to our dedicated and responsive motor vehicle customer service professionals who can answer your questions and provide the guidance and expertise that we are known for.

Let’s Connect! A Lien Solutions sales representative can tell you more about how quick, compliant and transparent repossession titling can be with iLien Motor Vehicle. Call 800.833.5778 and choose option 3 today.